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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Eric R. Mena Salazar has contributed to the dictionary with 12 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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abastos
Plural of supply.

biopluralismo
Trend that is enajenadamente in making or doing what the masses or individual groups do in their daily lives. Copy
customs and make them unsuitable environments or environments. Belief in a wrong tendency and vaguely boast of it.
Arrogance feel a group of individuals by their customs or methods. Blowhard, radicalism, controversy, chaos, confusion.
etc.

chereveco
Word used in some countries of Central America to refer to anything that is not using defined, which hinders or
discomfort. Shaft: Remove me that chereveco of the road. Referring to the discomfort or nuisance which produces
something.   Shaft: That chereveco does not work. Referring to something which is not the name or forgotten, and which
is not satisfactory management or expertise in its use.  Thing without value.

chuicas
Very old Word, which is used to denote old clothes, rags, etc. Shaft: I throw the chuicas the street. To imply, that have
brought home some individual, with their belongings. Also the word chuicas is used to highlight someone who never
forget the mistakes of the past. Shaft: Always take out the old chuicas.  It is believed born from the Indian ancient who
asked alms or work on the streets during the colony and dressed in costumes of that time calls Chuics they roamed
through the streets with their luggage and their Chuics.

escapularios
Plural of scapular. Some people use this word to be noted the falsity of whom giving good advice, it does not in practice.
 EJ. I do not come with necklaces. Giving to understand, who receives a sermon of who should not, either by lack of
knowledge of the topic or for not having the proper conduct or culture.

fragmentado
It is said is some element, relationship or otherwise of consistency between subjects, people, or masses that due to
either natural or not, have been separated into multiple parts and could indefinitely be in that State;  or return to their
natural state, either partial or total. Axis: Each who took their part and departed. Referring to a fortune or inheritance. 
Shaft: Leave in search of new fortune and leave their family. It is said is to separate a relationship in fractions. The Word
also applies to separate a glass or other material that has been divided as either at will or by natural reasons for the
favourable condition of that element.  Separation of goods, materials, relationships, etc.

guacala
Word used in Mexico and other American countries to warn about something unclean, pig, disgusting, despicable, foul.
Shaft: EWw that smells like demons. Axis: A Kiss to this or that not Artistas huy to disgust.

gu¿la
Guila. A word that is usually written with diaeresis. That means child. Sometimes used in a derogatory manner, referring
to a child's bad habits or customs.  Shaft: The Eagle has me tired. Referring to an or a girl who by their attitudes or
culture, causes discomfort, etc.

maromas



Show that is performed either with individuals or trained animals, causing admiration among the spectators. Artifice or
gyms that produce intense emotion or laughter. Formerly held ropes cables made with natural fibers that were circus
acts. You can currently see ropes in many places either for sport or for fun.

pulper¿a
Shop in little expansion, where they sell food generally, basic foods and that in general, and despite its low extension
contains very varied and large amount of supplies. It is believed that due to the great skill to serve customers quickly,
dependents must have similarity with an Octopus and perform maneuvers with their hands as if they had many arms
and provide appropriate care.

que es sucesion
Succession: Word that is used in some countries of america to distinguish the real heir of the assets of the successor.
Also used to make note who their relative or relatives achieved good or bad habits and customs.

tiliches
Word that I created, born of ancient street sales in carriages and carts pulled by horses and that their unique sound
originated an onomatopoeia for the Ding, Ding produced by the sound of pots and other metallic accessories sold in
those times. It is currently used to denote chaos or disorder of things without importance in a derogatory way.


